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Abstract
In clinical orthopaedics, an approach based on biomechanical knowledge is a prerequisite. Studies
on load distribution, gait analysis and implants have been extensively published aiming to aid
clinicians in the processes of decision making and evaluation of treatments prior to using them in
clinical practice. However, despite powerful scientific methods, the relevance of biomechanical
studies with clinical orthopaedics, the adaptability and tolerance of living tissue, and the impact of
these studies for clinical practice is debatable. Indeed, these studies may have limited clinical
relevance unless they account for important parameters such as biological behaviour, tissue
tolerance and adaptability. This article summarizes the history of biomechanics in orthopaedics,
and discusses the clinical relevance of biomechanical studies in orthopaedic and trauma surgery.
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History of Orthopaedic Biomechanics
Biomechanics aims to enlighten into the
mechanics of tissue function, failure or injury, and to
provide information on the most effective and safe
motion patterns and exercises to improve movement,
and how professionals might improve movements,
implants or osteosyntheses [1]. The word
biomechanics originates from the Ancient Greek
“βίος” (life) and “μηχανική” (mechanics), and refers
to the study of the mechanical principles of living
tissue, particularly their movement and structure and
how forces create motion [2]. The roots of
biomechanics date back to Greek antiquity.
Hippocrates of Kos (460-370 BC), a Greek physician of
the Age of Pericles, referred to as the Father of
Western Medicine, wrote on many pragmatic
treatments of common ailments such as bone
fractures, joint dislocations and articular cartilage
injuries, and promoted the application of mechanics
(force and motion) to reduce dislocated knees and
straighten spinal deformities [3, 4]. Aristotle of
Stagira, Chalkidice (384-322 BC), a Greek philosopher

who studied at Plato's Academy, was the first who
studied on physiology and animal motions; many of
his ideas on animals, physics and other scientific
topics laid the broad foundations of the biological and
physical sciences that were not to be superseded for
nearly 2,500 years [4-6].
The discipline of biomechanics arose in the 16th
century with the investigations of Galileo Galilei and
the studies of Giovanni Alfonso Borelli on the forces
imposed on human and animal bodies by the
activities and functions of life; they were the first who
recognized the relationship between the mechanical
environment and living tissue responsiveness
(adaptation) [7, 8]. The studies of Dr. YC Fung,
referred to as the Father of Modern Biomechanics,
contributed to a crescendo of biomechanics during the
mid-1960s [9-11]. By the beginning of the 1970s,
growth of the field accelerated; scientists from many
different disciplines such as kinesiology, engineering,
physics, biology, zoology and medicine including
orthopaedics have been interested in biomechanics
http://www.jbiomed.com
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[12]. Since then, several studies allowed for
biomechanics to become a recognized specialization
in science, and for the biomechanical principles to
become systematically applied [13-15].
The word orthopaedics originates for the
Ancient Greek “ὀρθός” (straight) and “παιδίον”
(child); it was coined by the French doctor Nicholas
Andry in 1741 [3,4]. Until the 20th century,
orthopaedic doctors were mainly involved in
straightening scoliotic spines, performing fracture
fixation with braces and plaster casts, treating
infections of the bone and joints, and other
nonoperative procedures. With the development of
modern orthopaedic surgical techniques and durable
implants, orthopaedic surgery has greatly evolved. At
that time, orthopaedics joined with biomechanics in a
concerted effort to improve orthopaedic surgery [4].
Currently, orthopaedic biomechanics is a basic
scientific and engineering discipline that is robust,
vital, and dynamic [1, 4].

Biomechanics in Clinical Orthopaedics
Clinical biomechanics is defined as the
application of mechanical principles to the
management of clinical problems. In orthopaedics,
this implies that biomechanics should be applied in
clinical orthopaedics. Much research and published
studies have improved the understanding of the
mechanical principles involved in musculoskeletal
disorders. However, it is difficult to adapt all
information obtained with mechanical studies in
tissue, even living tissue, to clinical practice [18].
Clinical orthopaedic biomechanics should cover the
biomechanical aspects, etiology, diagnosis, treatment
and prevention of a musculoskeletal disorder, and
should involve a scientific approach to develop novel
medical applications, with emphasis on scientific
integrity and clinical relevance [18].
In clinical orthopaedics, an approach based on
biomechanical knowledge is a prerequisite. While
most biomechanical knowledge is not perfect and can
only be organized into some general principles, it is
much better at informing professional practice than
merely using information, opinions or data with no
implied degree of accuracy [1]. To gain new
knowledge, one must start from a domain of generally
accepted and accumulated prior knowledge. Most of
the accumulated biomechanical knowledge is
obtained by routine experiments and analyzed by
well-accepted theories. However, with the accretion
of knowledge, conflicts, inconsistencies and new
hypotheses will arise. Each new hypothesis needs to
be validated, and each new paradigm needs to
overcome an existing theory or paradigm in a logical
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and rational way before it can be accepted and
generally used by scientists and engineers [4]. For
biomechanical studies, validity requires a context of
adaptation and tissue material clarification, and
clinical relevance.

Tissue in Orthopaedic Biomechanics
Four types of tissue exhibit properties which are
different and probably non-interpretable in biological
terms: (1) viable tissue in situ with no necrosis, (2)
viable tissue in vitro maintained in a suitable medium
and at body temperatures, (3) nonviable (dead) tissue
maintained in some sort of medium and at body
temperatures, and (4) nonviable tissue maintained
moist, but either dried or cooled at some time [19].
Although cadaveric tissues are the gold standard
simulators, they suffer from major drawbacks,
including the risk of disease transmission, high cost,
and prolonged preparation time [20]. Furthermore,
cadaveric bone tissue disproportionately represent
the elderly population whose bone quality may not be
representative of most of the orthopedic population
[21]. Accordingly, cadaveric tissue may not accurately
represent the behavior of osteosynthesis constructs
and orthopaedic implants in young, healthy patients
with fractures. Furthermore, there is a high degree of
variation in biomechanical properties between
cadaveric tissues, reportedly up to 100% of the mean
in some parameters [22]. The use of traditional
formalin-based embalming solutions may excessively
stiffen soft tissues [23]. Recently developed
embalming solutions may preserve cadaveric tissue
characteristics, but they are expensive and require
even more specialized storage of specimens under
vacuum refrigeration [23, 24]. Cost-effectiveness is a
major concern in research. Any measure requiring
new concepts will be easier to introduce in clinical
practice if it has been previously validated with a
biomechanical study. However, cost-effectiveness
does not directly relate to medical efficacy, and can be
the cause for clinical failure of biomechanical
measures. Cost-effectiveness will become increasingly
more important in the application of new measures.
The measuring tools in biomechanical studies should
reduce costs by eliminating unnecessary treatment or
by identifying conditions early and avoiding
expensive complications [25].
Cadavers, even though they are fixed in
embalming chemicals, may still pose infection
hazards. Infectious pathogens in cadavers at risk for
disease
transmission
include
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, hepatitis B and C viruses, HIV, and prions
that cause transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
[26-28]. In general, the risk of Mycobacterium
http://www.jbiomed.com
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tuberculosis transmission is decreased by fixation.
However, it has been shown that bacilli remain viable
and infectious for at least 24 to 48 h after an infected
cadaver has been embalmed [28]. Specific serologic
markers of hepatitis B and C viruses can be detected
in cadaveric tissue banks (hepatitis B surface antigen,
18.1%; hepatitis C antibody, 14.3%) [27, 29]. Infectious
HIV has been reported in pleural fluid, pericardial
fluid, blood, bone fragments, spleen, brain, bone
marrow, and lymph nodes of such deceased patients
after storage at 2°C for up to 16.5 days after death [30].
Prions,
the
infectious
agents
that
cause
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease are highly resistant to
conventional methods of sterilization and disinfection
[31, 32]. Therefore, every cadaver should be regarded
as an infectious material, and specific safety
precautions should be obtained to avoid accidental
disease transmission. These include a detailed file,
indicating the reason of death and containing
previous hospital records for the deceased, using
embalming chemical, although there is inadequate
information about their disinfectant properties,
discard tissue remnants, debris and the sheet covering
the table after the dissection is completed, and clean
the environment with a phenolic disinfectant [28].
The challenges, risk of disease transmission and
costs associated with the use of cadaveric tissues for
biomechanical studies, in addition to inconsistencies
between tissue specimens, has prompted the
development of synthetic tissues that accurately
reproduce the complex properties of natural human
tissues. Synthetic tissues provide a number of
advantages over cadaveric bone for biomechanical
studies. First, the quality of cadaveric bone varies
widely, requiring a large number of specimens to be
tested for important results. Second, fixation implants
are often used in relatively young patients whose
bone quality can be poorly represented by the often
osteoporotic bone characteristics of the elderly
donors. Third, for a long-term in vitro study to be
performed, deterioration of the properties of the
cadaveric bone over time must be considered. Fourth,
the bone density of cadaveric bone is highly variable
and has a significant effect on the results of
biomechanical testing; bone mineral density tests such
as dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) are widely
available, easy to perform and correlate highly and
significantly with bone strength in many modes of
failure [33].
Initially introduced in the late 1980s, sawbones
(artificial or composite bones) were designed to
simulate the bone architecture, as well as the physical
properties of bones. Since then, sawbones have been
extensively used in orthopaedic biomechanical
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research and for surgical training that traditionally
relied on cadavers [21]. Unlike cadaveric bones,
sawbones are relatively inexpensive, widely available,
have minimal variability between specimens, are not
ethically controversial, and require no special storage
or preservation techniques and no Institutional
Review Board/Ethics Committee approval. Sawbones
are available in various formulations to optimize
desirable properties for specific applications, such as
enhanced radiopacity or ease of cutting, reaming, or
drilling [21, 34, 35].
The basic components of sawbones are plastics
and epoxies. First-generation sawbones consisted of a
rigid polyurethane foam core surrounded by an
epoxy-reinforced, braided glass sleeve. However,
mismatch between the glass fiber size and epoxy
component resulted in delamination of the cortical
material, and were subsequently poorly represented
in
the
biomechanics
literature
[21,
36].
Second-generation sawbones were fiberglass-fabricreinforced (FFR) composites, constructed from layers
of woven fiberglass matting that were solidified into
the cortical matrix by the pressure injection of epoxy
resin [37, 38]. However, they had no intramedullary
canal and limitations of the FFR cortical material were
noted; although the 45° orientation of glass fibers in
the FFR matrix excelled at reproducing physiologic
lateral bending rigidity, this geometry bolstered
material strength in the rotational plane [21, 22, 36].
Third generation sawbones were manufactured with
an entirely pressure-injected technique by which short
glass fiber reinforced
(SGFR) epoxy
was
injection-molded around the polyurethane foam core
to form the cortical wall [36]. Additionally, direct
castings of cadaver bones from an adult male donor
was undertaken for the third generation sawbones to
maintain a high level of anatomic fidelity with regard
to topography of the cortical wall and gross specimen
size. Including the glass fiber and epoxy resin
components in the same material phase improved the
consistency in bone shape and anatomic detail within
and between specimens [37-39]. The properties of the
new SGFR material resulted in better approximation
of organic bone when stressed in the rotational plane.
However, third-generation sawbones were still stiffer
(140%) than cadaveric specimens under torsion, and
their physiologic bending properties were similar to
second-generation sawbones [36]. Fourth-generation
sawbones are currently available. They use the same
SGFR
construction
and
injection
molding
manufacturing process as the third-generation models
and therefore have similar reproduction of anatomic
detail and consistency of geometry of the cortical wall.
However, they benefit from an optimized epoxy
http://www.jbiomed.com
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component, resulting in incremental improvement in
torsional and bending stiffness [21]. Moreover, the
fourth-generation sawbones have a high fatigue
threshold, improved thermal and solvent stability,
and better bicortical screw purchase relative to
third-generation models, making them ideal for
repeat loading applications and biomechanical testing
under physiologic conditions, which is critical in
orthopaedic implant testing [39-41]. However,
fourth-generation sawbones have demonstrated
uncharacteristic interspecimen variability, and cannot
undergo bone remodeling, features seen in bones
having undergone previous fixation. Therefore, many
investigators still prefer to perform small-scale
cadaver validation studies when testing previously
unscrutinized composites [21].
The mechanical environment of the tissue, tissue
motion and load distribution are also important. In
most cases, a clinical outcome relates to adaptation of
tissues to their mechanical environment. Potting
sawbones may be problematic as living bone is never
strongly secured proximally and distally; however,
secured potting is necessary for mechanical stability.
Tissue load magnitudes and directions are an estimate
of stresses and strains, and can be measured with a
reasonable accuracy using validated approaches
[42-46].

Relevance in Orthopaedic Biomechanics
Researchers rarely show whether differences in
tissue material (living or dead) might have relevance
to their study question. This is a necessity if
adaptation is not considered within the framework of
the question being asked [47]. A recent article raised
the issue of relevance for biomechanical studies in
orthopaedics [47], arguing that biomechanical studies
have exerted a relatively minor impact in clinical
practice, and that most of biomechanical studies have
had limited relevance to biology and clinical medicine
because of failure to distinguish living from
non-living systems by their biological responsiveness,
tissue adaptation and tolerance [47]. When these
fundamental requirements are met, biomechanical
studies can provide powerful tools to explain the
function of the body and to predict the success or
failure of treatments prior to using them on patients.
If these are not met, any biomechanical study is
suspect, and requires to be interpreted with great
caution. Yet, no current approach to numerically
predicting tissue adaptation has been correlated with
clinically relevant situations [47]. Furthermore,
biomechanics should not be considered the study of
the mechanical aspects of the structure and function
of biological systems because biological systems do
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not have mechanical aspects [2]. Living tissues
properties differ from those of non-living tissues. The
key distinctions are that living tissue is able to sense
the environment, respond to their external
environment in a seemingly infinite number of ways,
and adapt over time. A living tissue is not static, but
through internal processes alters certain of its
characteristics in response to external stimuli [48];
some living tissues are able to repair themselves, and
modify their behavior in both the short term and the
long term [2, 19, 47-49]. Failure to recognize living and
non-living tissue may be a major source of scatter in
biomechanical studies [19]. In this setting,
biomechanical
studies
using
non-living,
non-adaptable systems would be questionable;
consequently, the use of the term “necromechanics”,
from the ancient Greek “νεκρός” (dead), as previously
suggested, would be logical [47].
A valid study should not contain flaws and
should be internally consistent. For biomechanical
studies, validity requires a context of adaptation and
tissue material clarification that should be explicitly
reported. The researcher should recognize and should
inform the readers for their study design and
limitations [50]. Biomechanical studies should also
have clinical relevance, which should be meaningful
for the clinicians and their patients [47].
Several key parameters are required for a
biomechanical study to be clinically relevant in
orthopaedics [47]. The mechanical parameter chosen
should be a surrogate for relevant biological behavior;
obviously, the choice of the mechanical parameter
depends on the question being asked. The mechanical
parameter should also be obtained with physiological
force magnitudes and directions. Most studies apply a
single loading regimen; instead, a set of loading
regimens that represent the entire range of repetitive
loadings experienced in vivo should be used. Load
magnitudes should not be chosen for convenience.
Tissue type (living or not) and its tolerance to the
mechanical parameter should be clarified and
discussed in relation to the experiment. Tissue
adaptation to the mechanical parameters over time
should be addressed for the biomechanical study to be
clinically relevant [47]. If the above parameters are not
addressed when designing a study or addressing its
limitations, the results of that investigation should be
regarded with caution. In contrast, if the above
requirements are met, the power of the biomechanical
studies increases and their results are important and
valid for clinical decision making and to predict
success or failure of treatments prior to attempting
them in patients [47].
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Conclusion
Novel research directions should be emphasized
in future clinical orthopaedic biomechanical studies
for their direct clinical application, with emphasis on
scientific integrity and clinical relevance. Readers
have to critically and properly interpret the results of
biomechanical studies. The authors should clarify the
tissue type, tolerance and adaptation should provide
key questions that are clinically relevant, and should
inform the readers that biomechanical models have
inherent limitations. Limitations should not be
suppressed but rather discussed in the discussion
section of the article; if not, the study results should be
regarded with caution.
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